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Abstract

The sublanguage analysis methodology is based on
the theory that texts generated by a group of people
possess their own lexical, syntactic, and semantic
characteristics. The main thrust of the research
reported here is to apply the methodology to Korean
document titles, reflecting the fact that there has
been little research in applying the methodology for
the Korean language although much research has
been done with English texts. The research had the
goal of finding a way to construct the lexico-
semantic representation from the document titles
and laying out a firm ground for automating the
entire process by developing necessary components
and analyzing the linguistic phenomena. We
conducted intellectual analyses and extracted a
number of lexico-semantic relations between
concepts existing in document titles. For each
relation, we generated relation-revealing patterns
(RRPs). A program was written to extract relations
by using RRPs as well as concepts connected by a
relation. We applied a chart-parsing algorithm for
the problem of determining the boundary of
concepts. In our experiments with journal titles, we
achieved about 80.9% of accuracy in identifying the
relations and the boundary of concepts connected by
a relation.

1 Introduction

As a huge amount of text information is available in
the form of digital library and/or electronic
newspapers these days, it is becoming more and
more important to provide an easy access point to
the information. As a way of dealing with
information overload, even with the state-of-art
information retrieval tools, people prefer summary
information as the first cut before they decide to

spend more time going through the full documents.
As a result, information providers attempt to either
generate summary information automatically or
make use of existing summary information such as
titles or abstracts. As these kinds of summary
information themselves increase, it becomes
necessary to understand the characteristics of such
summary information and develop effective
searching techniques.
     Much of the researches on information
retrieval have centered on statistically based
techniques. These techniques have been proven to
be effective and extensible to operational systems
because the retrieval objects they dealt with are
abstracts or full texts from which reliable statistical
information can be extracted. With digested
information such as titles or menu items, however, it
may not be possible to apply the same techniques
because the same kind of statistical information is
not available. We believe that linguistically
motivated techniques are not only necessary but also
feasible because the amount of information to be
processed is relatively small, compared to full texts.
     Our research goal is to identify lexico-
semantic relations between concepts in document
titles and extract them automatically so that they can
be used for information retrieval purposes. Our
focus is on syntagmatic relations that connect
concepts existing in a sentence. We believe that by
finding a relationship between concepts, we obtain
more semantic information from document titles,
which would otherwise be lost and ignored in an
information retrieval setting. While our ultimate
goal is to automatically generate a conceptual graph
representation of a document title, this paper focus
on the nature of the relations and the process of
automatically extracting them from document titles.
     We take a stance that condensed form of text
data like document titles has its own linguistic
characteristics and that it is essential to develop a
computational model to process them. To this end,



we adopted a methodology called sublanguage
analysis that is based on the observation that the text
generated by some specific group of people with
common purposes includes its own lexical, syntactic
and semantic characteristics [Grishman, 1986]. This
methodology emphasizes on intellectual analyses of
target texts to generate a unique processing model
so that a more effective, text type-specific procedure
can be devised. This approach is contrasted to that
of applying a common natural language processing
technique where a set of general-purpose techniques
such as morphological analysis, a syntactic analysis,
and a semantic analysis are applied in sequence.
This approach has been applied to various problems
such as automatic analysis of the medical treatment
records [Grishman, 1986] or ambiguity resolution in
semantic analysis of English compound nouns [Gay
& Croft, 1990].
     In this paper, we report on our experience in
applying the sublanguage analysis methodology to
the problem of extracting lexico-semantic relations
from titles of documents written in Korean. We
went through intellectual analyses of the titles and
generated a catalog of semantic relations that can be
used in application areas like information retrieval
and produced a set of relation revealing patterns
(RRP) that can be used as rules for automatic
processing of titles. We then devised a
computational procedure that uses the relation
revealing patterns for the purpose of extracting
syntagmatic relations among concepts in the titles.
In order to test the efficacy of the procedure, we ran
experiments whose results are summarized at the
end with discussions.

2 Identifications of conceptual relations
and RRP generation

Our initial interest was to understand what kinds of
conceptual relations exist in document titles. The
relations we were interested in were called
syntagmatic relations, as opposed to paradigmatic
relations, which characterize the conceptual
relationships among concepts in a sentence.
     In order to identify common relations that
may exist in document titles, we went back and
forth between the inductive, data-driven process and
deductive, rule-driven process. Using some simple
text processing tools, we first identified simple
lexical patterns that occur frequently in the data.
The patterns mainly consist of functional words
and/or highly frequent words, which are not
adequate to represent the contents of the titles but
reveal the relationship between the concepts before
and after the patterns. Organizing data in KWIC
(Key Word In Context) format with a pattern in the

center allowed us to quickly identify the common
relation revealed. Once a relation is identified with a
pattern, additional data were used to verify its
appropriateness. This cyclic process of induction
and deduction was repeated until a certain level of
satisfaction was achieved. With this process, similar
relations were merged into a single relation, and a
single relation was divided into multiple relations of
higher specificity. Both exhaustivity and specificity
of the relation list were considered as the criterion.
These intellectual analyses were guided by the
catalog of relations that have been suggested by
other researchers such as Sowa [1984] and Somers
[1987].
     The text collection we used was KT-SET
developed by Software Laboratory in Korea
Telecom. It contains titles and abstracts of research
articles in the area of computer and information
science, among which 938 titles were used for our
research. In order to test the efficacy of the
methodology we used, 500 titles were used in the
intellectual analysis and 438 titles were used for
testing.
     The outcome of this process was a list of
relations that include the definitions describing the
correct meaning of each relation and the
corresponding lexical patterns that reveal the
relation. We derived 22 relations in total as a result
of analyzing the titles of a text collection called KT-
SET. The following is an example where a relation
name, its semantics and the corresponding RRP are
shown. A complete list of the relations is in the
Appendix.

Table 1. An example for relation definitions and the
corresponding relation revealing patterns

Relation Interpretation
Relation Revealing

Patterns

x →
(ABOUT)
→ y

y is used to
specify the
theme of x

y + “
�

 � � ”   (e
gwan-han) + x
y + “ �  ��� ”   (e
dae-han) + x

x → (USE)
→ y

y is an
instrument
used to
achieve x

y + “ [ � | � ] 	 
 [ � |� 
]”   ([eul|reul] ee-

yong [han|ha-nun]) + x
y + “ [ � |� ] ��� [ � |���

]”   ([eul|reul] sa-
yong [han|ha-nun]) + x

     As can be seen in Table 1, the RRP was
mostly at lexical level. For example, the first RRP

y + “ �  � � ”  (e gwan-han) + x

suggests that an occurrence of the lexical pattern



“
�

 ��� ”  (pronounced as ‘e gwan-han’) imply a
relation between two noun groups x and y.
Having identified the set of relations and the
corresponding linguistic clues for each relation, we
proceeded to understand the structural
characteristics of the document titles constituting
our sublanguage. This analysis allowed us to
integrate and generalize the individual lexical
patterns generated from local analyses of relevant
titles. The generalized structure of the titles served
as a basis for developing a program that extracted
relations and concept boundaries automatically.

A title T can be expressed as follows:

         T = NP R NPT D

where NP and NPT are a noun phrase that may be a
single noun and R is a relation-revealing pattern.
The only difference is that NP can be further
analyzed into a constituent containing a relation
whereas NPT is a terminal noun phrase with no
relation included. The last component D that may or
may not exist in title refers to a phrase that does not
affect the meaning of the title and can be easily
ignored without losing the semantic content of the
title.
     For example, “ ...

�
 ���  � � ”  (translated

into “a study on...” ) appears frequently at the end of
many titles without carrying any significant content.
By eliminating these phrases at the pre-processing
stage, we can make the program more efficient and
more accurate in extracting semantic relations.
Without such pre-processing, the phrase in the
above example can be represented as [study]
→(ABOUT) →[...] which is too general to be used
in any useful way.

3 Automatic extraction of relations

The extraction process consists of two parts:
identification of relation revealing patterns and
determination of the scope of the concepts
connected by the relation. For the first part, we used
LEX, a tool available in UNIX, which generates a C
program that recognizes a pattern expressed as a
regular expression.  The second part, determination
of the scope was implemented with a CFG (Context-
Free Grammar) parser using a set of relatively
simple rewriting rules.
     The use of LEX for the RRP identification
process has some advantages. In addition to the ease
of using a pre-existing tool, it helps reducing both
the ambiguities and time complexity of the syntactic
parser. In other words, by treating the RRP
recognized by the LEX program as a unit, the parser

can use the pattern as a constituent that has been
analyzed already. The following title shows the
output from the LEX program that processed a title
whose translation is “A dynamic algorithm for
Boronoi diagrams” .

Input: � � �
	   �
�  � � �   ���   � �   � �� �
 (‘Boronoi’  + ‘diagrams’  + ‘ for’  + ‘dynamic’  +
‘algorithm’)
Output: �����
�  �
�! #"%$  (PURPOSE “ &  '�( ” ))
*

 +-,
. �

Here PURPOSE is a name of the relation extracted
by the RRP.
To this output, we applied the morphological
analyzer HAM2.0, obtained from Hansung
University. All phrases except the RRP portion in
the title are analyzed into a sequence of the tagged
morphemes. These morphemes are input to the
syntactic analyzer to determine the scope of the
concepts connected with the RRP. The following is
the output after running the morphological analyzer.

((NOUNK “ / 0 1 2 ” ) (NOUNK “ 354 6 7 8 ” )
(PURPOSE “ 9  :<; ” )
        (“p”  (NOUN “ = > ” ) (ETC “ ?@> ” ))
(NOUN “ A B C D ” ))

where NOUNK is a tag for unknown noun, ETC is
tag for unknown category and “p”  indicates that the
corresponding list involves two or more
morphological analyses. In this case, the morpheme
“ E@F ”  has two different morphological
interpretations (‘dynamic’  and ‘dynamic one’).
We developed a chart parser with simple rewriting
rules to identify the scope of the concepts connected
by RRPs. The following shows the syntactic
structure with the necessary scopes after running the
syntactic analyzer. In this case, compound noun “ GH�I@J

 K JMLONQP (Boronoi diagram)”  is related
to compound noun “ E@F  RTS5UOD (dynamic
algorithm)”  through the relation PURPOSE.

((S (NP (NC (NC (NC (N “ G H�I@J ” ) (N “ K JMLNVP
” ))

   (RNC (PURPOSE “ W  X<Y ” )
   (NC (NC (N “ E@F ” )) ( N “ RTS<UTD ” )))

     Following are some heuristics derived from
the intellectual analysis of the titles in the training
set and embedded in developing the rewriting rules.

Z
 Compound nouns were considered as one

unit without further analysis. With this rule,



we avoided the problem of separating a
compound noun into two nouns, each of
which participate in a different concept-
relation-concept triple.�

 It was useful to classify RRPs into two
groups: the short spanning patterns and the
long spanning patterns. The short spanning
patterns consist of conjoined nouns or
compound nouns with no other relations
whereas the long spanning patterns have an
additional relation in the scope.�

 When a title includes more than one RRP,
we applied the scoping rules from left to right.
This heuristic is based on the fact that in the
Korean language, a modified word is located
after the modifier in a sentence.�

 All character strings in the title are
assumed to be a noun phrase except when
such strings appear in the RRPs. This clue
results from the regularity of the titles of
scholarly articles in the area of science and
engineering.

4  Experimental results

We used the total of 938 titles from which 500 titles
were used for training and 438 titles for testing. We
divided each of titles into grammatical sentence
components and extracted RRPs from the residue
except noun and/or noun phrases. The testing was
done separately for the RRP matching process and
for the scope generation process.

4.1 Relation extraction with LEX

After constructing regular grammar patterns with
the training sample, we tested the method with the
test data consisting of 438 titles. The error rate was
11.4%. In order to understand why the errors were
made, we analyzed the results and came up with
possible explanations for them.

(1)  Misspell ing and spacing errors
(2)  Noun or noun + Josa (an ending) was
misunderstood as noun + part of RRP
(3)  An expression that should have been identified
as RRP
(4)  An expression that can be interpreted as a new
relation revealing formulae

Here (1) and (2) are general errors in parsing the
Korean language, and (3) and (4) are related to the
limitation of the sublanguage analysis. I.e. the
patterns were not found in the training set. The table
2 shows the analysis results obtained through LEX
program.

Table 2. Analysis of the LEX program

Error Types Error Rate
Simple Typo 1.8% (8 cases)
Josa (an ending) treated as
part of RRP

1.8% (8 cases)

Insufficient coverage of RRP 1.8% (8 cases)
Insufficient set of relations 7.1% (31 cases)
Total 11.4% (52 cases)

4.2 Syntactic analysis

We ran the parser for the test set consisting of 438
titles after modifying the grammar rules based on
the parsing results obtained from the training set.
Since more than one parse can be considered correct
due to the ambiguities, we summarized the results
for different parse results. There are some cases
where no parse result was obtained. This was caused
by the lack of RRP needed to parse the title in the
test set, which in turn cause the parser to end
abnormally. The results are in Table 3.

Table 3. Analysis of the parse results

No. of
analyses per

title

No. of correct
analyses

No. of titles

0 35
1

1 304
0 3
1 312
2 10
0 0
1 33
2 1
1 1

4
2 2

8 2 1
10 2 1

No. of titles failed to analyze 46
Total 438

Considering the cases with no parse and those with
no correct parse, the accuracy of the parser was
about 80.9%. By counting only one of the multiple
parses as a correct one, the accuracy becomes about
77%.
     Based on our failure analyses, we can classify
the errors into several types. As in Table 4, the first
type of errors was made because of ambiguities in
morphology of the Korean language. For example,
the noun ‘

��� ���
(logic circuit)’  was incorrectly

analyzed into ‘ ��� � ’+ ‘
�

’  where ‘
�

’was



considered as a Josa. The second type occurs due to
unexpected grammatical patterns in titles. In other
words, some wordy titles do not follow the RRPs
used for our processing. The third type of errors
occurred with the titles including special characters.
For example, ‘S/N

�
(S/N ratio)’  was incorrectly

analyzed into ‘S’+‘N
�

’  due to the special
character, ‘ /’ , serving as a delimiter.

Table 4. Results of failure analysis

Error types Description
Errors in
separating
words

The ending part of a noun is
treated as a Josa and mistakenly
separated.

 * � � �  + �        ( ���	�
� )
 logic committee + <case
marker>    (logic circuit)
 
 * � �   + �  + �  ( ����� � )
 “ Ja-dong-saek” (noun assumed) +
<verb suffix> + < particle>
(automatic indexing)

 Unexpected
grammatical
patterns

Use of an attached  Eomi without
nominalization of a verb

     � � �  � � � �  � � �
 

 Inadequacy
in handling
special
characters

Words with special characters ‘ /’ ,
‘ (‘ ,  “ )’ , ‘ :’ , ‘ -‘ , ‘+’ , ‘^’ ,  ‘ { ‘ , and
‘} ’are separated incorrectly.
   
S/N  , VAX/VMS, ! " / #
$ %
LALR(1),  & ' ( (IMDS)) *

-II, C++

5 Discussion

The main accomplishments of this paper are three-
fold. First, we showed the possibili ty of successfull y
applying the sublanguage analysis methodology for
a variety of Korean texts. This is likely to give a
momentum to use the methodology for a number of
practical problems requiring lexico-semantic
analyses.
     Second, we identified a number of lexico-
semantic relations between concepts existing in
document titles with intellectual analysis, which we
have organized into a form of conceptual catalog.
This analysis was done with the intention of using
the result for information retrieval. It is expected
that the result will provide a basis for building an
information retrieval system based on concepts.

   Third, for each relation, we generated relation
revealing patterns that became rules by which a
program can extract not only relations but also
concepts connected by a relation. We used a
relatively simple chart-parsing algorithm together
with the rules to test their efficacy, achieving about
80.9% accuracy.
   Since compound nouns appear frequently in
technical papers (especially in journal titl es), we are
in the process of conducting a preliminary study on
the problem of determining conceptual relations
between component nouns comprising a compound
noun.  While this problem is known to be a
diff icult one for English, it is even more difficult for
the Korean language because there is freedom in
spacing between words. There are four steps
involved in the current work.

(1)  Identification of compound nouns
(2)  Separation of compound nouns
(3)  Structure understanding of compound nouns
(4)  Identification of a conceptual relation between
component nouns

   The first step is to identify whether two or more
words separated by spacing are constituents of a
compound noun. This step may involve the task of
stripping off “Josa”  (an ending) from the word.
   The second step is to separate a compound noun
into a list of simple nouns. This problem also exists
in German and Chinese, and there have been various
solutions suggested in the literature (for example,
[Sproat, et. al, 1996]).
   The third step is to understand the inter-
relationships among component nouns, especially
when there are three or more. This problem also
appears with English phrases.
   The fourth step is to understand the conceptual
relation between each noun pair once all the above
steps are done. In solving this problem, it is difficult
to use the surface form because we should consider
the multiple senses of nouns.
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APPENDIX.  Summary of relation patterns

Relation
Names

Pattern
Descriptions

Semantics of
“A RRP B”

1 ABLE [
�

|� ] � ��� ,�
 ���
	��

B makes A is
able to act.

2 ABOUT   ��� , � �
A uses y as an
object or a
subject.

3 ACCORD   � ��� , �� �
, �  ����

, �  � �
B takes a
standard as A or
accord to the fact
or state of A.

4 APPLY [ � | � ]  �! � B is an object
made by
technique or
characteristic of
A

5 AT � " , #$"&% ,
#�%

A is a location of
B or situation of
B.

6 BASE ( ' ) ( ) * , [ +
| , ] - . / 0
[ 1 2 | 3 ], 45
6 7

 8 , 9:
;
<
, 9  

:
=�>

, ?  @ AB
 C

A supports a
basis of action of
B

7 CAUSE ( D ) E  F�G A is a cause of B.

8 CONSIDER [ H | I ] J K�L B regards A’s
situation as a
basic assumption.

9 CONSIST ( M ) N  O P QR
, [ S | T ] UV�W R

B is consist of
parts of A.

10 FIND [ S | T ] X�Y B is an aim or
tools to find A.

11 GIVEN [ Z | [ ] \ ] ^_
, `  a�b c ,

[ d | e ] f
c ,
[ d | e ] g�h ,
[ i | j ] k l ,
( m ) n  o�p�q

B possesses A or
A is a condition
given to B.

12 HAPPEN r s  t u�v�w A is a place or
situation that B
happens

13 IMPROVE [ x | y ] z {}| ,
[ ~ | � ] ��{���

 ���

A is a problem
and B is an
improved result.

14 LINK ( � ) �  � � � ,�
 � ���

B is linked with
technique or
method of A. A is
attached to B.

15 OF � B possesses A.

16 PRODUCE [ � | � ] ������ B is a method or
tool to make A.

17 PURPOSE [ � | � ] ��� ,� A is an aim or
purpose of use
for B.

18 SUPPORT [ � | � ] � ���� A is an aim as an
important part in
B.

19 THRU [ � |   ] ¡�¢ A is a tool for B
or path to B.

20 TIME £ , ¤ A is a time when
B happens or
base of B.

21 USE [ ¥ | ¦ ] §}¨ª©«
, [ ¬ |  ] §
¨�® , [ ¬ |  ]¯ ¨
© ° , [ ± |²

] ³�´�µ

A is a tool of B
and B uses A.

22 ETC ¶�· , ¸�¹
·  ......

Pattern not
included another
one. Not
specified for
independent
pattern.


